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Seattle Avionics Announce Breakthrough “Slingshot” Wireless Chart™ System  
 

Seattle, WA, July 20, 2018 – Seattle Avionics today announce a breakthrough wireless data transfer system that saves 
pilots hours of chart updating time.  With the new Seattle Avionics Slingshot™ system, ChartData downloaded to FlyQ 
EFB on an iPad or iPhone can be streamed directly via Wi-Fi to the BendixKing xVue Touch and AeroVue Touch MFDs  
without any additional downloads.  In this way, a pilot downloads data once and uses it on two completely different 
systems, the iPad/iPhone EFB app, and the installed MFD or smart display. 
 
“Virtually all pilots fly with an iPad, even those with in-panel avionics.  But until now, they had to download essentially 
the same data separately to their iPad app and their avionics system, wasting valuable time,” said Steve Podradchik, 
Seattle Avionics CEO.  “Now with our patent-pending Slingshot technology, pilots save hours because FlyQ wirelessly 
streams its ChartData directly to avionics systems.  We are ecstatic to have BendixKing and their exciting new xVue 
Touch system as our flagship launch partner.  We’re also working with other partners to extend Slingshot to other 
systems.” 

Using Seattle Avionics’ Slingshot system, xVue Touch customers can skip downloading data to a PC, copying it to a USB 
stick, and copying it again to the xVue Touch.  Rather, they just bring their iPads loaded with FlyQ into the cockpit, hit a 
button, and they are good to fly with both xVue Touch and FlyQ almost immediately.  

 

Slingshot is in beta testing now and expected to be available to customers very soon. 

Seattle Avionics provides ChartData to several BendixKing products including the xVue Touch, AeroVue Touch, and the 
KSN 770.  It also provides ChartData to more than 20 other major aviation companies worldwide including Northrup 
Grumman, Aspen, Dynon, GRT, AFS, and more. 

Note to Editors:  For additional information such as high-resolution images, please contact John Rutter at 425.202.6607 
or at JohnR@SeattleAvionics.com 

 
About Seattle Avionics: 
Founded in 2002, Seattle Avionics Software has been on a mission to make flying safer, easier and more fun.  The 
company began making the award-winning Voyager Flight Software System for Windows that helped pilots create flight 
plans faster and easier than every before.  It later expanded into selling its brand of US and European aviation data, 
under the ChartData ™ brand, to more than 20 major aviation companies worldwide including Northrup Grumman, 
Honeywell, Bendix-King, Aspen, Dynon, GRT, and more.  With the coming of the Apple iPad, Seattle Avionics invested 
heavily in getting ChartData into virtually every major app and portable device.  In 2010, SA partnered with AOPA to 
create the #1 rated major aviation app for the iPad - FlyQ EFB.  In 2017, it launched the first software-only augmented 
reality app – FlyQ Insight.  Bottom line: If you fly, you probably already use some Seattle Avionics data or apps. 


